E d i t d s Note
by Issue Editor: Robert C. Morris
n many classrooms across the
nat~ona climate of interest, cooperation, and purposeful activity exists. Students show the
teacher and one another mutual respect and confidence. However, in
other classrooms, despite the
teacher's best efforts, disruptioils
and misbehavior make learning almost impossible. These are the
classrcloms that have attracted
negative attention and they are c ~ f
deep concern tn the teaching profession. According to Seyfarth (1996),
the lack of discipline is the greatest
and most pressing problem facing
school persrmnel today. Teachers
worry about the effect disruptive
behavior has on learning. There is a

consensus that something must be
done but little agreement a h u t
what to do and how to do it.
Critics of education have attributed student unrest and violence tn
the decline in SAT scores and the
increased permissiveness of the
school. Some insist that parents
have abdicated their responsibility
for instilling vaiues and building
character. They say that parents
have placed the entire burden of
achieving these ends at the schoolhouse door. Others place blame for
the misbehavior c ~ fyouth r,n the
school. Conflicting signals inhibit
the efforts of cooperation of parents
and teachers. Obviously, to dvvelop
a school discipline policv that

would please both camps would be
ideal. Perhaps the only real public
consensus on school discipline is
that a climate conducive to leaming must exist in the classroom and
that the responsibility for developing and maintaining such a climate
falls squarely on the shoulders of
the classroom teacher who is in

charge.
This issue uf TI~rr.cirolrlswill attempt to "rpvisit" sotlre of the more
traditional issues associated with
discipline as mentioned above as
well as considering sume c r f the
more current problems and situ<ltions that have emerged and are
classiiied as discipline problems.
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Teacher Education and Classroom Discipline: A
Candid Conversation between a Teacher and a
Professor
by Wanda G. Newman, Mobile County, Alabama, Public Schools and
Jostlph W. Newman, Uf~iversipof Svuth Alabama
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he authors bring two different sets of credentials to
this contversation. The
teacher, Wanda Newrnan,
is now in her fourth year In the rmddle school classroom. The professur, Joseph Newmn, has taught for
a total of twenty-two years, the first
two as a high school teacher and the
last twenty as a professor of education. The teacher is wc~rkingon a
master's degree in soc-ial studies
education. The professor holds a
doctorate in educational foundations. In these and other ways, their
backgrounds are different.
They dso bring different points
of view to the conversation. The
tcachcr is disappointed with sr>mr
of the courses and other experiences
in her undergraduate education
program, Lke many classruom
teachers, she says nothing in the
p r u g r m really prepared her for the
day-in, day-out ordeal of teaching - particularly the important
task of disciplining students.Thinking back to the late 1960s attd early
2970s, the ptohssor remembers
feeling rtluch the same about h s
own preparation for the classroom.
Only now, having spent a long ca-
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rerr helping other ptqple get ready
to teach, he has to work at not being
defensive about what teacher education programs can and cannot accomplisk~.Rle k c t the teachcr and
the professor are married shapes the
conversation that follows, but they
feel it allows them to be even more
candid than they ]night be otherwise. You c m be the judge of that as
they answer three questions about
tcachcr cd~cation and classrnnm
discipline:
What are teacher education programs doing now about discipline?
N'hy isn't that enough?
M%at else can be done?

textbooks we used had a chaptcr or
two that mentioned disciplinp, and
the professors briefly ciiscussed the
matter. I remember hearing such
words of w i s d o n ~as, "If a texher
keeps the students interested in
learning, there should not bt. any
behavior problems." I also recall
hearing, "If students 2ct out, just ignore them. Misbehavior will not
continue if it is not reinfurccd."'l'his
advice seenied useful at the !ime.
"For the truly bad kid, try using a
social contract - an agreement to
m d t f y behavior with rewarcis and
punishments." Hcrc is one of my

W h a t are Teacher

favorites: ''Okay, bj<eall know there
are trou blcd children in this world.
Lf a child constantly messcs up, rder
him or her t o the spcc1a1educat~on

Education Programs
Doing Now About
Discipline?

department." The old faithfulsuggestion, the one that scvmed most
lngiral, was, "If things really get out
of hand, send the troub1c.makt.r~to

The teacher: My undergraduate educatiut I y ropam did not ottcr
a full course on discipline. Most of

my traiiung on the subject came in
small units in two unrelated education courses, one in methods and
one in educational psychology. The
Thresho
ids TI Educu tion
-.

the office."

The professor: What ahout
field-based i-uurscs [hiit gut you off
the college campus anh intn the
schools?

The teacher: I took several
courses that involved oLw,ervations
in schools, I completed an "opening
Novrrnbpr 1996

Contrasting Disciplinanj M O M Sin Education
by Robert C. Morris
Depnrt melit of Edum tiunal Ltladership f+ F01~ndafia~zs,
Stnfr University of
West Georgin, Cnrrollton, GA
he

literature

available

abuut classrovrn management/ discipline is sizable.

It is. however, often difficult to find help in the myriad of
answers. According to Wang,
Havrtel, and Walbcrg, an analysis of
50 years of research on the topic reveals that direct influences like
cldssroom management affect student lcarning mvrc than indirect influences such as policies. % what
has Jiscipline and classrool~~
management become? Many authors drfine classroom management as the
frame work of running a classroom.
Others see classroom managenlent
as another type of Jiscipline program. Some programs focus on t l w
students' part in discipline, w h l e
others place the burden of disci y l ~ n e
solely on the teacher. Consider
some of the foHowing ideas gleaned
from the literature of today.
Teacher remedies fcir discipline
prvblems today can he grouped into
lcugecategories. O t ~ is
r labeled
reactive niid the other, proactive
discj~line(Ban, 1994).According to
Ban, the redctjve approach to discipline is the most curnmon among
teachers in public schools Teachers
react when discipline problems occur by deciding what to do on the
spot and how to handle them. Ban
points out that the misbehavior has
not been anticipated and that a
teacher usually has no plan of action
to deal with the problem at hand.
This method of dealing on the spot
creates inconsistency that will eventually undermine the teacher's
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authority. R e a c t i v ~teachers resort
to a mixture of reactions, most varying from day to dav, horn s t u d ~ t to
~t
student, and from circu~ltstanceto
circumstance (Kohn, 1996). In a nut
shell, it is an impromptu classroom
management style
Most of the Ijtrraturt. reviewed
leans toward the more proactive approach to discipline. Proactive discipline is defined by Kohn (1996) as
discipline that is predicted on the
necessity iur forethought, anticipation, preparation, and consistency
with regard to teacher behavior and
the consequences of the students'
misbehavior. \%%erereactive disciplinc 1s improtuptu, proactive discipline is systematic. And, like any
usable system, it is made up of components that can be learned and
used. Psycholagists a n d educators
alike have identified and established eight specific discipline models that fit into the proait~veand
reactive categories. Each 1nclJe1has
its own characteristics, advantages,
and disadvat~tages.What follows is
a shurt review of those 111oJels or
categories and sigruficant insights
about each.

The Neo-Skinnerian
Model
The first discipline model is the
Neu-Skinnerian Model. It f0cust.s
on the research of khavior psycholngjst, B. F. Skinner, in addition
tu new ideas from other psychologists w h o apply Skinner's findings
to solutions for handling classroom
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behavior. This Jiscipline model is
based on Skinner's notion that "human behavior can be shaped alnng
desired lines by means of the systematic application of reinforcen~ent" (Charles, 1993). In other
words, if an authority figure, in this
case the teacher, provides reinforcement, shejhe can shape a student's
behavior.
What re~nf'orcement! Rcinforcement involves the usc ~ ) corlsei
quences to strcngthe~i behavior
(Woolfork, 1995). Reidorcement
can bc positive or negative; huwever, both types not only strengthen
behavior but cause the behavior to
be repeated. Positive reinforcement
invoIvcs rewards such as extra recess, bonus points, and candy. After
a desired behavior is observed by a
teacher, sht./hc "rewards" the student. Typically, a student will continue to repeat this desired behavior
in hopes of obtaining annther reward.
The other type of reinforcement
focuses on thc. negative to
strengthen behavirlr and involves
taking away an undesirable stimulus, such as escaping cleaning your
room or faking sickness to get out oi
taking a test. Many people ctlnluse
negative reinforcemrnt with punishment; howcvcr, the main difference
the two is that, dgaln,
reinjorccrnen t s trengflri-11s b e l m ~ ~ w r
-rolrcrenspu~~islirt~ent
slrfllrr,sscs bi,lmvior.
Reinforcement IS a major component of the Neo-Skinnerian discipIine model. Of course, teachers
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must learn to use reinforcement so
that it is effective in producing desired behaviors. An important factor to consider when using reinforcement is haw often to prtwide it.
A schedule of reinforcen~entis essential when a teacher uses reinforcement 4s part of a discipline
plan, i.e., the frequency with which
reinforcement is supplied (Ed-

wards, 1993). An internuttent reinforcement schedule appears to be
the most effective. It allows the
teacher to provide reinforcement at
various times, not after every cles i r ~ d response (or behavior) is
gven. Tlus intennittent schedule
encourages chldrrn to continuously work h,ud &cause they know
"soon" they will be rewarded.
The notion of reinforcement
supports several principles of the
Neo-Skinnerian model. The following three principles form the foundation of this model: 1.) Specif~l
rules clearly; 2.) ignore disruptivr
behavior; and 3.) praise children for
following rules (Skinner, 1971). The
rrinforcement schedule ties closely
with the praising aspect for following rules. It is helpful if teachers will
ignore undesirable behavior and acknowledge, praise, and reward dcsirable behaviors.
It is easy to see that there is an
advantage to this particular discjplne model. Teachers can obtain
desired behaviors and shape behaviors through reinforcement. However, thew are also disadvantages to
the Neo-Skinnerian discipline
model. First, all students inay not bc
receptive to the r~>inforcement
concept Some studenis will still rnjsbehave! Others nmy respond to peer
reinforcement instead of teacher reinforcement. In that case, the
teacher would need to someho~.
adapt disciplir~e procedures and
possibly incorporate peer evaluations, suggestions, and reinforcements. Finally, teachers must he
cautious about the use of punishment. lnstead of using negative reInforcement, teachers use punjsh-

merit. Although punishment can
stop undesired behavior, it can also
backfire in the long run. "if students
see punishment as unwarranted,
malicious, or excessive, bad feeIings
result that are difficult to overcome"
(Skinner, 1971). These bad feelings
could create a permanent cornn~unication barrier between teacher and
student and, also, create more discipline yrt~blerns. .

The Red1 and
Wattenberg Model
Fritz Redl and William Wattenberg address the concept ot dealing
with students as a group. Red1 and
Wattenberg furus their discipline
model on the foIlowing idea:
"Grt~uybehavior differs from individual behavior. 'reachers can learn
how to use influence techniques to
deal with undesirable aspects of
group behavior" (Redl and Wattenberg, 1959).
Red1 and Wattenberg describe
"key students" in every group or
class. For example, each individunl
class has a crlupIe of students who
are leaders-those who naturally
guide tlwir peers through activities.
Alst~,each class has a clown (the
class entertainer) and instigators
(truublemakers). By recognizing
which roles students assume in the
dassroom, the teacher is more
aware of ~XIJ better prepared for
different types of classroom disruptions which will aftect the ud101e
class
Red1 and Wattenberg also identify group dynamics ns an essential
part of their discipline model. Iii addi t ion to tc=arhers undersf atiding
how certain students (it., class
clown and instigator) can affect
g w u p behavior, they must also be
aware of tlir "group's own psychological forces that strongly influence
individuals" (Charles, 1992). In
group dynamics, the teacher tnust
be ready f ~ ar"ripple effect" of undesirable behaviors. Sometimes a

-
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group of students i s waiting for one
disruption which will ignite all students to be disruptive. Other group
behaviors, such a s scapeguating
p l a n i n g one student) and the
teacher's pet notion, can trigger a
class into chaos. Stulicnts can
quickly put each other on the dcfensive and create havoc for the
teacher. AS part of the mcdel, Red1
arid Wattc~~berg
encourage teacl~crs
to anticipate certain behaviors anci
Iw ready tc~handle the prvblerns
from a group pcrspectivc.

t
!

Iiz order to I ~ a n d l ~

discipline
pro blerns
effectively,
teach~vs&st
u~ttierstandthe
roles ~ n images
d
that students
enuisior-t thettr
fulfilling.I t is
essen tia2 f i r
teachers to be
consistent in the
roles they do
assume.
In addition to examining ~ t u drnt composition of a group, tcnchcrs should also examine thrir ciiiierent psychologiial rolcs. Redl and
Wattenberg offer a list of these difftwnt issups and in~ages.
In order to
handle discipline p r ~ ~ b l ~effecms
tively, tcaachrrs must undcrstdnd
the roIes and images that students
~nvisionthem fulftiing. It is essential for tcachers to be consistent in
the ro1es thry dr, assume. The diagnostic thinking approach ii~volvesR
,Cirst Ilrrnch, fir? gntlwring, I~irAi>nj k tors, ~ ~ f l l jand
s , f1t-.~ibtlihi.

I

I
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The idea of first hunch refers to
the teacher's idea of what is causing
the problem. Fact gathering involves the teacher acknowledging
obvious, observable actions or
things. Hidden factors can be discovered by the teacher investigating
in depth the incident, including the
participants. Once the teacher has
thoroughly investigated and examined the situation, she/ he is ready
to act and to try tn resolve the problem. Finally, the teacher must be
flexible. Zf the first solution does not
rescilve the problem, try another
one. Redl and Wattenberg feel this
approach is helpful if the teacher
takes the time to understdnd her
function as a peacemaker in the
classroom.
In cor~junctionwith the diagnostic thinking approach, ~nfluence
techniques and the Pain-l'leasure
Principle are also effecti~ein t h s
discipline model. Influence techniques force the teacher to establish
an understanding of the discipline
situation and choose appropriate
methods for handling the problem
so that positive behavior is encouraged. T ~ Pain-Pleasure
P
Principle
can be explained as follows: "pain
refers to unpl~asantconsequences
for the student, and pleasure refrrs
to pleasant consequences €or the
student" (Redl, 1972). It is imperative that teachers enforce and provide consequences, bvth positive
m d negative, consistently, or else
5tudents will disregard the teacher's
attempt at discipline and classroom
management.
The Redl and Wattenberg discipline model offrrsteachers effective
ways to handle students as a group.
This model continuously points nut
behavior characteristics of a group
versus characteristics of indjviduals The major disadvantage ok this
model is that it is unrealistil- tu expect that teachers have either the
time or expertise to cdrry out indepth diagnoses and remediations
with the large numbers ot students
under thvir directirm

Kounin Model
Jacob Kounin's discipline
model focuses on effective lesson
management. His approach examines a teacher's presentation of a tesson and its effect on students' behavior. Kounin draws a carrelatioll
between the wav in w h c h teachers
issue desists (remarks intended to
stop mistwhaviclr) and the impact of
these desists on everyone in the
class. He finds that a "ripple effect"
is produced. All students react to
desists, not just the disruptive S ~ K dent. Kounin's model emphasizes
the use and effects of desists with
the concepts of clarity, firmness, and
roughness. Teachers should ensure
that desists are clearly spoken and
understood. Firmness and roughness do not impact the eifectiveness
of desists as much as the clarity.
When teaching a Irssot~,
Kounin's tnodel is emphasizing the
importance of "with-it-ness." Withit-ness refers to the fact that the
teacher knows what is happening
every.1~rilllerein the classroom at all
tirnes. A teacher's nonverbal comtt~unicationplays a significant role
in this concept. For example, a student is writing a note to a frienri
while the teacher is lecturing. The
teacher keeps lecturing while she
takes u p thc note and throws it
away. IVithout speaking a harsh
reprimand, the teacher has illustrated that she is aware nf what is
happening in the classroon~.It is iel t
that when teachers reflect the concept oi "with-it-ness" to their
classes, students are more apt to
stay on task and to behave appropriately (Kounin. 1977).
The last part of Kounin's discipline model focuses on Icsson management. By using this mode[,
teachers should be able to keep the
students focused on tasks.Behavior
problems are minimized and learning can k o m e interesting by challenging students and offering a variety of activities. n e teacher
should mt~nitorstudents' progress
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and communicate this progress to
the students consistently. Finally,
teachers should pace their lessons
appropriately and smoothly with
transitions from ont. topic to the
next.
Kounin's discipline model has
several advantages. It helps the
teacher create a "with-it-ness" image about him- or hersclf in the
classrot~in, w h c h helps maintain
discipline. It also aids the teacher in
handling situational discipline
problems through the use of desists.
For example, by asking cine pair of
students to stop talking, the whcllc
class will get quiet as a result.
There are, however, alsn several
disadvantages to Kr,uninrs discipline model. Students dcl not necessarily take prrsunal responsibility
for their behaviors, tmr do they
learn a lesson from the use of desists. The desists are used to immediately stop behavior, not to teach
the appropriate way to behave. Furthermore, Kounin's model offers
suggestions on preventing h l ~ a v ioral problems trom occurring in the
classroom but not necessarily for
proxiding strategies tv deal with serious problems w h ~ they
n
arise.

The Ginott Model
111 Ginott's d~scjpline model,
"communication is thc k ~ y , In
" this
case, the ~ormnunjc~~tion
is betwcen
the teacher and thv students. Trachers need to make their students feel
accepted, even when they make a
mistake. By keeping the ]in's 01
communication open, students are
ablc to learn more cffcciively. For
example, students learn through
tl.ial-and-error experiences If teachers are understanding when a child
makes a mistake, the child (it is felt)
will be more willing to keep experiencing and learning. In addition,
this open communication promotes
autonomy among the students. The
teacher encourages and remains
sensitive to the chld's needs. In fact,
the teacher helps satisfy thv defi-

ciency needs of MasIow's hierarchy
which must be fulfilled befvre the
child can advance through the basic
needs.

Besides the promotion of posicommunication
between
teacher and student, G~nott's nod el
emphas~wsthe use of sane messages. These messages address the
situation rather than the student's
character (Ginott, 1973). Sane messages may be used to address an
individual's problem (such as not
completing homework) or a minor
discipline problem (such as a student getting up whle the teacher is
talking). Because the teacher addresses the situation, the ctuld feels
less threatened by the teacher and is
more willing to listen to the
teacher's resolution or response to
the situation. Also, the tone and sincerity in the teacher's voice when
issuing the sane message impacts
the effectiveness of the message.
When handling discipline problems, Ginott discourages teachers
from the usr of punishment. "Good
discipline requires teachers to act
with hndness and pahence over a
period of time" (Edwards, 1993).
Teachers musf Lw in control of their
emotions when addressing a discipline problem and not let the problem become a "teacher versus student" situation. Also, by finding alternative means for discipljnr besides punishment, teachers crln
make discipline in the classroom a
learning experience for all students.
Ginott's discipline model has
several advantages. First, the tormation of a positive, friendly rapport
between teacher and students enhances the classroom leaming environmmt Secondly, "it emphasizes
students' autonomy and promotes
students' self-concepts" (Ginott,
1973). Finally, Ginntt offers suggestions for preventing and handling a
variety of (minor) discipline problems.
The disadvantages of Ginott's
discipline model are that the strategies for addressing discipline prob-

lems are very broad and that the
different parts of t h s model are not
networked as one model. By most
estimations, this model should be
more comprehensive and cohesive.

tive

The Dreikurs Model
Rudolf Dreikurs' discipline
model emphasizes the use of student choice in affairs of the classroom and the use of democratic ideals. " Dreikurs believes that behavior is the result of one's own biased
interpretations of the world" (Edwards, 1993).Every child views and
interprets situations differently, and
this should k a guiding principle
for teachers as they communicate
with their students.
Dreikurs' discipline model focuses on understtulding why students twhave a particular way in the
classroom. He believes there arc.
four basic reasons which explain
why chiIdren misbehave in schvol.
These reasons range from gaining
attention, exercising power, exacting revenge, to displaying inadequacy (Edwards, 1993).By ~liscovering and understanding the motives
of chldren's disruptive behavior,
teachers can develop strategies to
handle particular problems -thus
not allowing behavior to interfere
with learning.Dreikurs also encourages teachers to upenly cornmunicate with students concerning the
motives/ purposes for misbehaving.
In addition to identifying motives for children's behavior,
Dreikurs' model suggests that
teachers use words oi encouragement to demonstrate tc~students
that they believe in them. This kind
of activity will not only boost studen ts' self-esteem and confidence, it
will help keep students on task and
minirnize classroom disruption. In
addition to encouragement, teachers should offer sincere praiw to
students who have done a good job
on a particular task (Dreikurs, 1982).
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Thr final component of
Dreikurs' discipline model focuses
on the concept of logical consequences. Prior to providing these
consequences, teachers must establish simple, specific classroom rules.
Once rules are established, a teacher
should outline a logical seyurnct. of
consequences. By establishing consequences, students art. forced to accept responsibility for their own behavior. Some teachers even allow
students tn help devise class rules
and consequences. Dreikurs believes this can hdp deter discipline
problems because the students
work cooperatively to establish
their urrrn "cc~mmon"rules and procedures. His thinking is that w h r t ~
students work together, there is an
added bonus c ~ imyrovinginterperf
sonal skills.
Dreikurs' ~iisciplinemodel obviously has advantages and disadvantages. One advantage is that the
mode1 promotes communication
and respect between teacher and
students. It also allows students a
degree of autonomy, whether it is
through the idea of taking responsibility for one's own actions or
through the idea of helping ta establish class rules. ~urtheckoce,the
logical consequences provide a iair,
consistrnt aspect to a discipline
plan.
There am several disadvantages ta this model. First, teachers
may have a difficult time identifying and understanding students'
motives for misbehavior. Additionally, once teach~rshave established
the motive for ~mislwhaviul; they
still may not know how tu respond
to the inappropriate behavior. Finally, teachers mav have a difficult
time judpng the sincerity of student
motives.

Assertive Discipline

Model
h e Canter is the founder of the
Assertive Discipline Model. He heNovember 1996

lirves that "teachers are assertive
when they make their exrectations
dear and follow through with established consecluences" (Woolfolk,
1995). He views the assertive
teacher as not having bias and if a
student breaks a rulc, hc must pay
the price. In this model, the teacher
must begin by establishing a classroom behavior plan. 'This plan
should include simple, specific
rules, appropriate consequences,
and realistic rewards. It will help if
a copy of the behavior plan IS sent
home to parents, as well as displaying a copy in the classroom. Th~s
written behavior plan "sends students the message that discipline
will be based on llurrr behavior, not
on the teacher's reactions to it"
(Canter, 1994).
A poss~bleimmediate obstacle
wxthin this tncjdel deals with teachers' expectations (negative) about
students (Canter, 1994). Canter
wants teachers to look beyond
physical appearances and he,lrsay
concerning
students.
Canter
stresses that if a teacher caxpects bad
hehavior from a student, rventually
that student will follow throughand
cause problems in that ciassmom.
'Ihs is a tall ordt-I for many teachers.
Cantcr's ciiscipline model also
rcquire5 thc teacher to not only act
assertively but to speak assertively,
as well. Teachers must trot get e n l o tional when respondinc to d1sc.ipline problems. They must Ternam
calm and consistently fr,llow an rstablivhed behavior plan For example, a student answers a question
without raising his/hrr hand to be
identified. 'lhe teacher responds by
saying, "Don't answer unless you
raise your hdnd and 1 call on you".
The teacher's comment to the student reflects the i Jea that the student broke a rule - talking out without permission. Also, the teacher's
comment appears to serve a s a
warning to the student, which could
k the first ct)nsequt.ncc of breaking
a rule.
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Unlike several clther discipline
models, Canter's assertive discipline encourages the use of punishment. Several types of punishment
are suggested: time-out, withdrawal of privileges, detention, parental contact, and referral to an administrator. Punishment, it1 tlus
case, is used to ensure that un~iesirable behavior is suppressed.
It is recobmizable that Canter's
model has some advantages. First,
"this model is simple to use, and it
attempts to invoIve parents and administraturs in the discipline process" (Canter, 149-4). And secondly,
the model allows teachers to meet
their neeJs of stopping inappropriate behavior immediately.
.4 major disadvantage is that assertive discipline typically stops behavior problems for a short duration ,md does not appear tr) bc effective it1 the long run. Accordingly,
some students becort~t.resentful of
warnings and punishments. S c ondly, because this model is so
dear-cut, there is little s p c e for students to learn from their mistakes.
In addition, Canter does not include
strategies for understanding why
ctuldrcn nusbehave in the classroom. Thcrtl is no guidance for
teachcrs to attempt to better understand thcir students.

The Jones Model
Fredric Jones' discipline mtldel
hcuses on the notion that teachers

need to be able to maximize instructional time in the classroom. Jones
emphasizes the importance of cffcctivt. and etficient classroom management. At the very beginning of
the school year, teachers should
clearly state class rules and thoroughly explain their expectations to
students. For instdnie, a seating
chart should be employed that allows students and teacher sufficient
mobility in the classroom as well as
visibility of the chalkboard.
The Jones model also stresses
r establishing effecthe i ~ n p - t a n coi
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tive discipline. It is klipved that
teachers typically losc. approximately fifty percent of their instructior la1 time simply because theirstudents are off task or otherwise disturbing the teacher or other class
members. lones s u g ~ e s tthat
s teachers combine body lanbwage (such as
facial expressions, gestures, and eye
contact) with an incentive system to
control discipline problems. Thc
Jones model outlines a" back-up"
system for use if disruptive h h a v ior continues which includes stcpby-step activitics far teachers to frdlow as a student's behavior intcnsifies. Also the Jones model involves
parents and adrninistrdtors whenever possiblc (Jones, 1487).
Thc Jones ~nodrlappears advantageous l w c d u s r ~t sprc~fiesa set
of steps or activities to tollow when
dealing with discipline problrms.
This can be very helpful tcl teachers
because it provides structure for
their activities. Also, this model pncouragrs teachers, administrators,
and parents to work tr,g~ther to
combat discipline problems
A major disadvantage of the
Jones model is that .stu~lent'independence is not enl-ourageti. For cxample, Jones emphasizes the importance of creating seating charts In
which the studcrlt does not have the
option of choosing a seat. Furthermore, the suggested use of bvdy language mdy embarrass tcachers and
make students uncomfortable lf
taken ti) extremes.

The Glasser Model
This discipline model suggests
that students should have an active
role in their education and that
teachcrs should help studcnts become awam of h o ~ vtheir behaviors
affect thi, classrootr~and learning.
Glasscr suggests that students provide input in the prtlgrvss of establishlng rules and consequences.
Classer's model also emphasizes the rule of students' nrvLls, as
suggested by Maslow's hierarchy of

needs deficiency. Glasser wants
trachrrs io acknowledge these
needs as they teach and to understand that if these needs are not being met, students will usually not &
successful. Glaswr believes "that
children who iail to satisf'y their
nepds create problems in school"
(GIasser, f 977). A teacher's discipline should incorporate these
needs and emphasize studtnf responsibility for shrdent behaviors.
Furthermore, Glaswr believes
that teachers should help lead students through the curriculum to
help increast! interest in academics.
Too often chldren are forced to
learn through rote ~nrrnurization.
Students become bored and, therefore, start miskhdving in the c!assrounl. Tedcl~ersneed to makc learning applicable to their students'
lives. They should employ activities
where studei~tstake r~~pnnsihility
ior their education. Additionally,
Glasser encourages cooperative
learning which sail help satisty both
a student's educational needs and
their p r s o n djindi vidual needs.
A major advantage of this discipline approach is the emphasis
placed on student independence

and acceptance of responsibility in
tht. rlassroom. Also, students have
the opportunity to work cooperatively with teachers in establishing
classroom rules as well as txhavior
consequences. Also, Glasser's
rnodeI creates awarenessof how sigtifirant it is for students to have
their needs met.
In contrast, this discipline
model puts a sstrin on teachers to
attempt to identify and satisfy tlieir
students' needs. During one class
period of fifty-five minutes, it is extremely difficult for a tcachcr to fo-

cus on each and every student's
needs. Furthermore, bv allowmg
students to play a n actlvt. role in
establishing rules and procedures,
classroom meetmgs mav monvyolize murh of the teacher's instructional time. Finally some students
may not have the skills to accurately
and appropriately make suggestic~nsto govern a b d y of students.
A large portion of this approach depends on student input.

A Few Final Thoughts

it i s hoped that the more positive
aspects of each model will emerge.
Individually rlone of these eight d ~ s cipline models appears to be ade-

quate
for
tcday's
classrooms- mainly because they were
developed atound presumptive,
ideal classroom characteristics. As
theoreticdl

nludels on

dissiplinc

emerged, such as the ones in this
article, the varied socinrconornic
status of the btudents is nut consid-

ered. Another internal wcskness in
the motiels is their lack of acknorvledgement nn how teachers must
vary their discipline procedures and
approaches hased on the unique
ctassroot:~dynamics of each cldss
period.
I am ccmvinccd my practical
disciplining in the classroc~mnecessitates a blending from t h ~ s eeight
theories. However, the important
realization is that there is not cne
perfect cl~sctpl~ne
approash. Teachers musl discover what works best
for thcnwlves, their students, and
their syerific situations. Tl~us,teachers must remain flexible, innovative, and consistent in discipli~~ing

By exanuning these different
discipline models and approaches,

fhcir studenis in the classrr~c>m.
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An Alternative Program to Improve S t t r h t
Behavior The Focus Program
by Les Potter and Clete Buhch
Les Potter is an assistnr~t professor irv th the Uttiversity of West Ltaorgia,
Carollton, Georgia. He has been i l r plrblir educiation for 24 years, 7 7 n s nn
ndministrator. He has zoorkcd z t c y closely -rillth &risk studerr t s al?d
altema tiue programs. Les lms dez)rldpcd se-rleral progmms tlm t nrc still
success full^ used in strvcral sfnfes. CIcte Bulndl is an nssouiate prfcssor nf
the U~rir*crsityofWest Geargio. H c juts br~cnin publrr ~durntionfor32 ymrs,
19 ns all ~ c l m ~ n i s t ~ ~ -Hris
t o rrescnrcll
.
tn k r p s t s nre irr t1.w oren of scltoal i.lreltrtc
zuitll enrpllnsis on discipline as it relates to dinintt..

H children are given an
opportunity to a free education in the United
States. Some students,
however, find it more difficult to
take advantage of the opportunity
to learn. Students in educational
distress, either caused by or related
to behavioral problems, have created many different programs to
help solve this national problem.
Approximately 2,217 students drop
out of school each school day (Children's Defense Fund, 1995). One of
the reasons is the increased violence
and disruptive behavior among our
youth. Several staggering statistics
include: 255 youth am arrrsted for
drug offenses; 318 are arrested for
alcohol-related offenses; and 327 are
arrested for violent crimes in America-EVERY DAY (Chlciren's Defense Fund, 1995). Obviously, this
has a twmendous impact on what
we do in our schools. We are, in fact,
a slice of society.
In South Carolina, where this
program originated, the dropout
rates are even worse. Statistics released try the State Department indicated that 34 percent of the students
who entered first grade in 1981)
would not complete h g h school(Atrisk youth in the Pee Dee, 1993).The

A
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behavior problems in
schools are well understood, and
these costs are tremendous. At the
school level, many administrators
are employed almost euclusivt.ly for
discipline. If these positions could
be eliminated, imagine the cost savings for the district.
The links between ou t-ot-school
youths, delinquency, anti crime are
well known. When young people
arc not in school, whether through
absences or dropping out, many
will become involved in delinquent
behavior activities. One purpose of
the man): alternative programs for
behavioral-problemed students is
to keep them off the streets. But if
they are disruptive in school, what
do yuu do with them? We wanted to
establish a program at a middle
grade schot~lto help the disruptive
student be academically pruductive
as well as control his/ her behavior.
The middle grades are a most critical period for students who are atrisk. A study shows that the intervention at the middle school level is
crucial for preventing students from
dropping out of high school (Slavin
& hladdin, 1987).
Suspension from school results
in a large number of students being
out of school and, in many cases,
costs of
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excessivc suspensions may ct~ntribute to students dropping out of
school. S h ~ d ~ n are
t s punished by
being eucludcd from school by suspension, w1uc.h affects their grades
as well as attendance. Students who
are at-risk and miss school have a
difficult time in maintaining their
grades and, upon thew return to
school, generally grt in mure
trouble. So we see a continurius cycle. This cycle needs to Lw bco ken for
the sake of the cluldrrn.
In the district whcrt. the stucly
was conducted, the four middle
schrjchs had 681 out-of-school suspensrons, for a total of 1,532 days in
lost attendance during the one
sshodl year. This problem led to the
creation af the Focus Program at all
four middle schools. We will only
look at one school, in particular; hut
the results are very similar f o r all of
the schools.
There art. svvt.ral 5 ~ eific
f goals
for the Facus l'rogarn, but for this
on
study we will be c~>t~centrating
improving behavior. This goal was
to decr~ascthe suspension rate of
t h r students who were selected for
the Fwcus Program, compmJ to
their uwn pre-enrollment figures.
A Focus Program description
was developed by the South CaroN~'ov~tnber
1996

l j n a schoul district for their four

middle schools. This description established the idlowing process for
the implementation of the Focus
Program. The students who were
behavior problems in school and
were not academically acheving
were identified and becamt? involved in this new program. The
program provided at-risk students
with a broad arrav of rrlucational
opportunities in a self-contain~d
setting for over me-half of the
school day. The core curriculum of
language arts, reading, social studies, science, a t ~ dmathematics was
provided by the Focus teacher and
an aide. -1'ht. tcacher and aide also
pruvidcll a claily guidance group for
studc t~ts.Students received their
electives arlci physical education in
the regular school curriculum. The
gual uf the Focus Program was to
improve students' behavior and
academics. The teacher and aide
were trained in diiferent teaclung
and learning styles and focused on
behaviors of disaffected students.
The training was donc in the surnmer before the start of the Focus
Program. They received their training in a local college and through
numerous workshops provided by
the district. The program was
funded by a state grant and th ough
Chapter 1funds.
Repeating seventh graders with
a history of behavior problems wcrc
identified for the program. Parents
were very involveci from the onset
and had to agree to work with the
Focus teacher on a regular basis. It
is necessary that teachers, district
office, courwelor, principal, parents,
and soda1 agencies t\.ork with these
stu~lentsto make it a rewarding experience. A major it~centivefor the
students to participate in the Focus
Program is that they enter school in
the fall but, with their success in the
program, by the second s~mester
t h ~ ywould be "promoted" to the
eighth grade. If they were equally as
successful in tcrms of acadenucs
and behavior, then they would go to
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the ninth grade in the fall -in effect,
skipping a grade. The purpose of
this incentive was to attract them
into the program, help to maintain
enthusiasm, and then narrow the
age-mate gap in high school.
Students participated in daily
Focus group experiences in whch
they identified and Iearned strategiei ior behavior change. A computer laboratory prtlvided remediation, drill, and practice in reading
and mathematics. Other components of the program were small
class size (drterrnined by the dishlct
to be 1 2 to 15 students) and the addition of a teacher's aide. A nineweek class in study skills was taught
to all of the selectrd students. The
students interacted with their peers
thrc~ughelective classes, lunch, and
activities. Focus students were allowed to participate in all activities
including motivational and recognition. An important aspect of the program was parent involvement. The
Focus tvac her worked with parents
to increase their contact and involvernent in their child's education. School activities for career educnti~jnat14 field trips were planned.
The students who were recomrnende~i for the Focus Program
were those whose intelligence was
within normal limits, but who had
behavior problems and were faiiing
to achieve the basic skills necessary
for success in school The Focus students were not e l i ~ h l eCur special
education in this program It was
felt that the special rclucation students were rcctiving enough ddditional help in their clrlsses
7he school district was able to
use a central office cuordinator for
the four programs. T h i s job entailed
helping the teachers and school administrators to devrlop the unique
curriculum of the Focus Program.
The budget, visitation, observation,
and monthly planning sessions with
the Fucus teachers were the duties
of the coordinator.
Thc Focus teacher was recruited, screened, and selected from
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among applicants who wanted to
participate in this special program.
The teacher was selected by the
principal and district coordinator. It
was felt that the success(or failure)
of the program would rest heavily
on the ability of the teacher. The
Focus aide was selected in the same
procedure as the teacher. An aide
was placed in the Focus class to provide support for the teacher. The
a d e worked with students in the
computer lab, in the classroom,
went on field trips, and madc home
visits.
The principal of the school was
involved in the day-to-day supervision and management of the prtv
gram. The teacher was the designee
of the principal for on-site coordination. The principal helped the
te'icher in the support of the prtlgram.
The school guidance coun\clor
provided individual and group
counseling as nveded. This individual workr~i with parents, social
agencies, anil provided support iclr
the teacher and program ah t ~ r d e c i
A major cumponent ot the program was t c ~pn>v~Lle
staff development for the teacher invoivcd In the
project. The training was both preservice and in-servicr. Ten days rd
staff develupment activities were
for the teacher including
&havior management, study shlls,
computer-assisted instruction, career education, dcvclnpmmtal
needs of early adolescents, learning
styles, and teacher renewal and
stress reduction.
The school support tcam, which
was cctmposed of the selection committee, was responsible for receiving referrals, assessing needs, placement and intervention plans, and
follow-up. Team memhrs included
the principal, guidance counselor,
vice-principal, Focus teacher, and
referring teacher. Support staff such
as school psychologists, socia[
workers, speech ther;rpists, and
nurses served on the tram as
needed.

Student team learning emphasizing instructional techniques involving students' Iearning in small,
carefully structured teams was
used. Students were rewarde~ifor
wrlrking toward a common goal,
helping one another lcam, gaining
in self-estwm, and feelings o i indjvidual responsibility for their classmates. These techniques are used by
the Focus teacher to help the students develop socialIjt as well.
Students in the Fu-us Pragran~
are gven the opporhlnity to participate in the Juvenile Training Placemrnt Act summer program. This
propam provides remediation in
reading and mathematics as well as
developing study skills. Students
also do manual work in parks, recreation centers, and schools. Students are paid per hour for participation in the program.
Opportunities are provided for
enrichment for the Focus students.
Learning both inside as well as outside the clasrroom through field
trips, guest speakrrs, and special
ProFamsgivesanintel'eshngvaiety to the lessnns. One program that
the students seemed to enjoy and
beneflt from was a tutorial. The
middle school Focus stu~ientswent

to the feeding elementary schoob
and tutored at-risk chlclren in their
academics. The nuddle school students also were involved in the el+
mentary school students' counseling sessions on khavior. Here, the
older students were teaching the
younger ones how to behave and
get along with people. A similar
cc~nceptinvoived high school at-risk
students working with the Focus
program students at the middle
school with their academics and behavior. Ail groups seemed to learn
a lot. The Focus students even developed lessons plans, tutorial
strategies, and counseling techniques for thv younger studmts.
The statistics froln this study
madujt clear that thrFocusProgram
is one alternative to regular class
inatructii>nthat has hume degree of
efficacy in fostering high levels of
success among students with discipline pmbletns. W r looked at the
average for a tivr-year tlme period
for the Focus students t ~ tthe unr
middle school.
BeforetheFocusPro@m,students averaged 8.7 days suspended from school.

.

~~~i~~ the F~~~~ progam,
students averaged 2.5 days
suspended from school.

After the Focus Program (thr
high schooIs do not have a prograin nor do they follow
through with the concepts of
the progrdnl), students averagrJ 6.3 days suspended from
schr>ol.
Grades and attendance improve dr.lm.ltically during
Lhr
Program, Grades prior
to tlrrFI,cus prohTam
slightly
that,
,O (F) to a 2,5
(C) in their classes. Average attendancc changed from 23 days of absence
the Fri,gran, tcr approximutuly
days a
also increased an average of

,,,,,,,

ten prrcrllt,

unforhndtr
students is
high
do nt,t have this program, and many shldents w ill rrvrR
to their fnrmer habits. Thp FLICUs
that certain

students nerd constant attention
andhelptobcsucctrssful.Bu~thisis
a small pricr to pay for our young
penl.'le.
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How Can Schools Meet Public E~ectations
for
by Dale Findley

Dale Findley is R Prufessor at the School ofEducntiorl, 11rd1nrin stat^
Uniz)ersity, Terre Hnute, Indinna.

uilding level administrators and teachers spend
considerabIe time dealing
with discipline. Parents
want their children io be educated
in "safe" schools. How do schools
determine what parents believe is
effective discipline? What can building level administrators and tcacllers do to reduce discipline problem
and have parents feel that schools
art. a "safe" place for their children?
The
annual
Phi
Delta
Kappa/Gallup Poll reveals some aspects of the public's attitude toward
;he effectiveness of discipline in the
schools. The 28th annual Phi Delta
Kappa/GaIlup Poll of the Public's
Attitude Toward the Public Schools
published in the September 1996 issue of the Phi Dalta Kappan revealed the following (Elam, 1996,
P P 47).
Using the A, B, C, D, and F letter
grade scale, all respondents graded
the public schools in their comrnunity, as follows:

However, those respondents
\\~hu had chjldren in the public
schools gave more favorable grades
to thosr schools. In addition, public
school parents consistently rated
each of these three categories h~glwr
in 1996 than In 1983, a s s h u r ~ ~inn
Table I (following).
Of thosc responding to the
PDK/Gallup Poll in 1996, docugave
an A or B to the ways schools are
administered o r run, only 25% gave
an A or B to the way discipline is
handled, and only 2290 gave an A or
B to behavior of students in schools.
A somewhat higher percentage of
public schonl parents gave an A or
B grade to each of these three categories. Even though the 19Y6 percentage of public ss11ool parents g v ing A or B in these categories is
hgher than in 19113, it is appaent
that st~tt~ethit~g
needs to be done to
change the perception held by the
puttic concerning discipline in
schools.

Ways S C ~ U D I S are

!

adm~nistrrrdor
' m11

I way diwx-lpline

1s

I

handled
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"Over the past 10 years, drug
abuse ranked first among local
school problem *vcn times and
once tied with lack of proper financial suppurt. From 7969 to 1985,
every pclll but one ranked lack of
discipl~neas the top problem. It is
interesting that probiems related to
such critical m t t e r s as curriculum,
quality of the teachng staff and the
academic perfurmancc. of students
never make i t to the top of the list."
(Elam 1996,p. 49) The 1996 Phi Delta
Kappa Poll national sample ranked
lack of discipline as the second biggest problem followed by fighting/ violence/ gangs Public school
parents
ranked
f~ghting/violenct./ gangsas the b~ggestproblem
followed by drug abuse as a close
second, while lack c l t discipl~newas
ranked as the third biggest problem
with w h c h public schools in their
community had to deal.
"Overwhelmingly, Americans
believe in removing persistent troublemakers from the classroom so
that order can be maintained. They
woulci also ban smoking by students anywhere on school grounds,
require that students remain on the
school grounds during lunchtime,
and even rule out kissing and hugging anywhere on school grounds.
To improve security and address
the drug problem, the public would
approve security guards in school,
the use of trained dogs to sniff out
drugs, and random drug testing"
(Elarn 1996, p. 49).
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When asked how important respondents considered a list of purposes of the nation's schools, 869:
indicated "to prepare studcnts to be
responsible citizens" was very irnportant. T h s was the highest percentage response in the very impc~rtant category for any purpose on the
list. It is apparent from loolung at
the results of the PDK/Gallup Poll
that parents want "gocld discipline"
in schools. However, we need to ask
what "good discipline" really is.
"Discipline writers solemnly inform us that it is not enough to stc~p
misbehavior in the dassroom;
rather we must take action beforehand to Iinut its occurrence. But the
real quantum leap in thinking is not
from after-thy-fact to prevention,
where problems are concerned. It
invr~lvesgetting to the point where
we ask, 'What exactly is construed
as a problem here and why?' It
means shifting from eliciting cunformity and ending conflict to hrlping students become active partjiipants in their own social and ethical
development" (Kohn 1996, p.77).
Various techniques dealing
with discipline have been uscci such
as:
1.Assertive discipline
2. Removing stu~lentsfrom class
3. Alternative schools
4. Suspension
5. Expulsion
6. Detention
7. Saturday school
8.Behavioral contracts
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9. Time out areas in the classroon~
10. Parent conference
11. Telephone calls to parents

22. Student work programs
13. Behavior modification through
positive rrrwards
Too often many of the approaches for dealing with discipline
only relate to consequences when
an infraction has occurred. Many efforts seem to involve ways to control students. Even those techniques
which reward good behavior,
though more positive in nature, still
seek to control students. Sometimes
teachers feel the best way to Jcal
with classroom discipline problems
is to send students to the principal's
office. The threat of consequences is
utilized in an attempt to instill tear
of the cunseyuences in students.
Many discipline techniques are
reactive in nature and are implemented only after the discipline
problem exists. It would seem to be
more effective use of time and energy to be proactive rather than reactive when dealing with discipline.
What process can bc dcvelopcd in
urder to be proactive? What follows
is a prr~posalwhich should allow
schools and school districts to be
more proactive.
It seems important to develop a
district and a school strategic plan to
deal with discipline. Many believe
that commitment to following rules
and regulations is better when those
affectea by it are involved in the
development of rules and regulations. Someti~nesrules and regulations are so specific that too much
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energy is spent in monitoring conformity to the rules or regulations.
If parents don't support the established rules, then the school and
the parents will be involved in problems related to disagreement as to
the wnsibiencss of the rule. It seems
to make sense to spend more energy
on the development of a strategic
discipline plan rather than on the
enforcement of rules.
What should be the goal of such
strat~gicplans to deal with discipline? The overriding concern
shuul J be withstudent learning and
ilrv~loprnm
t 13f student citizenship
In the present and for the future. For
some students, it is difficult to look
beyond what happens to them dt the
present. C h r goal shuul~ihc. tn a s s ~ s t
them In un~lcrhtandingh(>wbehavior toddy can affect their future Iifc.
The PDK/Gallup 1'011 indicates the
public wants schools to prepare students to be responsible citizens.
Stu~lents,parcnts, member:. of
the communit);, adrmnistrators, and
tcachcrs tnust be involved in the development ot stmtegic discipline
plans. Development of a strategic
plan would '11ert the c.c)mrnunity to
the commitment ot s~hoolsto devclop better Jissiplitle within the
schools.
Perhaps a good stating puint
for the development r)f a stratrgic
discipline plan would be to gather
infc~rrnationfrom the community
through the use of an instrument
similar to tlle PDKjGallup Poll to
elicit attitudes toward ways to improve discipline in schools and to
determine iidormation rclated to
goals to be achieved through better
discipline. Students and school prrsonnel should also be included in
the survey. Information from data
bases concerning the number and
type of discipline problems should
be developed and shared with thc
community. If data bases that yield
this type of inf(lrmatio11 are nt)t
available, then these data bases
should be developed. 'I'hp use of
con~putersto establish these data

bases would permit a much better
understanding of what the real
problems are.
Using information from the
community survey and the data
bases, a representative comrni ttee
could b e g n to develop the goals of
a strategic discipline plan. Some
general goals could be established
for the entire district. It is imperative
then to establish committees for
cach building in the district to develop specific goals for that building. Once goals have been established, it is necessary to design techniques that would assist in reaching
these goals. The goals should be
stated in such a way that would allow one to measure the extent to
which each goal was achieved. The
committees should involve parents,
the public in general, teachers, administrators and students. Data
bases should be established which
would permit recording of the information necessary to measure attainment of each goal.
Thls sort of arrangement would
permit continuity (In the committee.
If certain techniques utilized to reduce discipline problems do not assist in reaching a goal, then they
should be revised or another technique should be tried. Timelines
shuuld be established within each
goal as to how long the technique
will be utilized kfrlre the results
will be measured.
Strategic discipline plan committee membership should be on a
staggered time basis. That is, some
members should remain on the

committee for a period of three
years, some should be on for a period of two years while others
should remain for a period of one
year. Perhaps one third of the membership could be in each of the three
time categories. Members would be
replaced as their terms expire.
This type of arrangement to
deal with discipline would require
an investment of time and energy.
Meeting times for committees
would need to be established for the
convenience of all. It may mean
some compensation time for teachers and administrators who are involved in working with committees.
It may mean that substitutes would
need to be hired periodically to permit teachers and administrators to
work with committees. Summer retreats may be necessary to develop
strategic discipline plans.
Perhaps a goal could be lo reduce suspensions of students from
school by 30% within one academic
school year. One would need to establish baseline data to determine
how many students were suspended from school during the past
academic year. It would be necessary to understand what type of infractions caused suspensions from
school. If one reason for suspensions was the fact that students were
fighting in the school, then perhaps
a technique could be implemented
that would assist students in dealing with conflict resolution. At the
end of the academic year, one woul J
measure the extent to which fighting in the school was reduced.

If no alternative schools exist
witlun the district to deal with student behavior problems, it may be
necessary to establish goals for such
a school and then determine the
procedure and criteria utilized to
determine who would be pIaced in
such schools. Measurable goals
would need to be established, data
gathered, measurement procedures
developed, and techniques to be
utilized to reach goals would need
to be cievdoped. Timelines for
measuring goal achievement would
alsoneed to be set. After some established period of time, when a
number of approaches to reducing
discipline problems have been tried,
another l'DK/GalIup Poll type of
survey should be taken of community attitudes related to discipline
problems in schools. A comparative
analysis c ~ fthese results with results
produced by previous surveys
should be undertaken. This would
yield information about changes in
the public perception as to how
schooIs handIe discipline.
The strategic discipline plan
technique may require a lot of work,
time and energy but so does dealing
with discipline problems on a daily
basis. Hopefully, the ultimate result
of such effwts will decrease djscipline problems and increase student
achievement in the school and district. An effective strategjc discipline plan should also help schools
meet public expectations for discipline.

schools", Phi Delta Kappan,
Vol. 78 No. 1:41-59.

tlity, Asst>ciation for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
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An Invitational Approach to ConflictManagement
by WWiurn W . Purkey and John M. Novak
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his article presents a simple and principled method
of managing conflicts at
the lowest possible level,
with the least amount of energy, and
in a caring, respectful, and appropriate manner. The method is based
on an approach to education called
"invitational theory."

T

W e n Yen Ho was about
to take up h s duties as tutor to the heir of Ling,
Duke of Wei, he went to
Ch'u Po Yu for advice. "1
have to deal with a man of
depraved and murderous
disposition.... How is one
to deal with a man of this
sort?

"I am glad," said Ch'u Po
Yu, "that you asked this
question.... ??le first tlung
you must do is not to improve him, but to improve
yourself."
Taoist story of ancient China
(Reported in Bennis & Nanus,
1985).
Educators who seek to call forth
human potential in imagnative and
helpful ways face the need to resolve conflicts, handle difficult situations and maintain discipline the
24

same as others in education and socicty.
Invitational education
(Purkey & Novak, 1496) suggests a
means to manage conflicts in a way
that demonstrates respect for the
worth and dignity of everyone involved and provides pr~ssibilities
for growth.
Invitational education is a selfconcept approach to teaching, learning, and democratic practice. Focusing on the quantity and quality of
messages sent and received, the underlying theoretical perspective
aims at analyzing, developing, and
evaluating intentional and unintentional human signal systems that influence human interactions and development. The theory is ccntered
on five interconnected assumptions
about positive and negative signal
systems that exist in human experience and that either summon forth
the realization of human potential
or defeat and destroy potential. The
five assumptions follow:
1. Pcoplc are able, valuable, and
responsible and should be
treated accordingly.
2. Educating should be a collaborative, cooperative activity.
3. The process is the product in
the making.
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4. People possess untapped potential in all areas of worthwhile human endeavor.
5. Human potential can bcst be
realized by creating and maintaining places, policies, processes, and programs specifically designed tn invite
devclopmcnt, and by people
who are intentionally inviting
with themselves and others,
personally and professionally
(Purkcy & Nuvak, 1996, p.3).
Quite simply, invitational education maintains that every person
and everything in the total environment adds to, or subtracts from, the
process of developing fulfilling
lives in a democratic society.
This paper presents an invitational approach to conflict managpment and extends what is offered in
the third edition of lniriti~lgScliool
Success. It explains what educators
and others can do to manage many
conflicts at the lowest possible level,
with the least amount of energy,
with the lowest cost of time and energy, and in a most caring, respectful, and appropriate manner. To do
this, the "Rule of the Six Cs" is employed. The rule is tr) cmploy,
whenever pr>ssible,the lowest "C"
level first, and then move upward
Novetnber 1996

toward higher C s only as necessary.
The six Cs are concern,confer.
y
& confront. combat, and conclll-

idormation are available, it is time
to confer.

&.

Confer

In any situation, t ~ ~ a j oorr tninor, personal or protesuianal, where
there is the possibility of conflict, the
educatur's first thought should be:
"How can I successfully manage
this situation at the lowest possible
level? Anyone can escalate a situation into a major confrontation. It
takes special knowledge to succcssfully manage aconflict with the lowest "C" possible, beginning with
concern.

Concern
The first question that should
pop into mind when using the "Rule
of the Six Cs" is to ask oneself "Is this
really a matter of concern?" For example, an educator might prefer
that students dress better when they
comc to school, but it may not be a
concern. Here arc some questions
that help to determine whether or
not n situation is a matter dconcern:
1. Will this sjtuation resolve itself
without intervention?
2. Can this situatinn be safelv
and wisely o v ~ r l o o k r dw;thout undue personal stress?
3. Does this situation involve a
matter of ethics, Irgali t y, nioraljty, or safetv?
4. IS this the proper time to be
concerned about this situation?

5. 1s the situation a matter of concern becausc of my personal
prejudices or biases?
Often, what at first blush appedrs to be a cclncern is simply a
pcetrrence. By asking the above
qurstiot~s,the sitr~atiunmay manage itself without intenventiotl.
There are times \\.hen n situaticln is sufficiently troublesome
that it requires more than analysis;
it requires action. Should this be the
case, and sufficient resources and
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Prafessianal educators may reasonably be held to a higher Ievel of
behavior than the average person.
The goal is to invite voluntary compliance. One begins the conferring
process by calming down and cooling down. If the educator cannot
demonstratc self-control, he or she
will bc unable to control the situation.
To confer means to initiate an
informal conversation ivi th the
othcr person in private. Begin by signaling, both verbally and non-verbally, the desire for a positive and
non-threatening dialogue (i.e., a
smile, relaxed posture, eye contact,
using the person's preferred name,
handshake, some small expression
of appreciation). Then state, in a
caring and respectfuI manner, ruhni
the concern is, rdly it is a concern,
and ~idtntis proposed to iesolve the
concern. For example, " H m y , you
are late for class, and arriving late
disrupts the group. Lt'ill you please
arrive on time?" Another example;
"Mariba, !rJu are borrowing my stapler w~thoutasking. I spent too
much timc looking for it. Will you
please ask before you borrow
things? Will you do this for me?" It
is important to describe what is
wanted and then ask for it. (Obtaining voluntary verbal compliance is
vital to higher "C" levels, should
they be needed.)
Here are some questions to consider at the conference level:
1. After expressing concern, has
the educator listened to encourage honest communication?
2. Is there a clear understanding
by all parties regarding the nature of the concern?
3. Is there room for compromise
or reconceptualization? (Perhaps the student is tardy for
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class because a previous class
runs late. This may require
other action).
4. Has the educator clearly asked
for what he or she wants?
("Will you do this for me?")
5. Has the educator received voluntary verbal compliance?
In most situations, a onc-onone, non-threatening, friendly dialogue will successfully resolve or at
least manage the situation. I n cases
where conferring has been used, patiently and intentionally, and not
w o r k ~ dthen
,
the third C: consult, is
appropriate.

Consult
When f a c d with situations
whertl cunferring has n t t~worked, it
is helpful to vary the approach.

Now is the time to remind the other
person that he or she has made an
agreement. Talk about what was
agreed upon at the coderring level
and indicate, firmly and directly,
that i t is i m ~ o r t a n tt r ~abide by previous conumtmetds. For example,
"Harry, you told me that you would
be on time tor class, and I expect you
to live up t o your word." Consultation involves tclllring about previous commitments. Questions that
the educator might ask of oneself at
the consultation level:
1.1s it clear what is expected?
2. Is there room for compromise

or reconceptu aliza tion?
3. Are there ways that the educator can assist the party to
abide by previous cummi tmerits?
4. Is the conccrn important
enough to move to a higher C
if necessary?
5. Have the consequences of not
resolving the conflict been considered?
6. Is there time to allow both parties to reflect on the concern
before further action is taken?

Whet1 a cleat and direct discussion has not resolved the troublesame situation, then it is time to
move to the iourth C: Cont'ront.

4. Have all options been explored with the other party to
obtain voluntary compliance?
When each of the first four levels of concern, confer, consult, and

Confront
Confrontation is a very serious
attempt to resolve or manage a conflict. It is impurtant to insure that
Iower levels have not worked before
moving into this high-risk confrontation level. While others may not
have as much power as an educator,
no one is without power. Use
adrenalin, rather than be ruled by it,
and point out again, in detail, what
the concern is, why it is a concern,
and what can be done about it.
Point out that this situation has been
addressed previously and repeatedly, that the person gave his or her
word that it would be resolved, and
that progress has been insufficient.
At the confrontation level is it
appropriate to talk about logical
For example,
consequences.
"Susan,you told mc that you would
walk in the haIlway. You were running. The next time I see you running in the hall, I will arrange for
you to be escorted to the lunchroom." Another example: "Harry,
you told me that you would be on
time for class.Should you be late for
class again, I will call your home and
see what we can do about your tardiness." In the continuing effort to
manage khe conflict at the lowest
possible level, yuestiuns to be a s k d
even at this very serious level include:

1. Have sincere efforts been
made to resolve the conflict at
each of the previous three levels?
2. Is there documented evidence
to show that earlier efforts
have been made to resolve the
conflict at each level?
3. Is there sufiicicnt authority,
power, and will to follow
through on the consequences
k.fore they are stated?

confront have been applied in turn,
it is Iikely that stated consequences
are fair and respectful. Should the
conflict persist in spite of the effects
of the first four "Cs", the f'dth C is
appropriate: combat.

Combat
In this paper, "cumbat" is used
as a verb rather than a noun. The
goal is to combat thr troublesome
situation, not to engage in combat
with a person. Use of the word
"combat" stresses the gravity of the
situation. Because the conflict has
not been resolved at each of ihe
lower levels, it is now time to move
to follow through on logical consequences.
For many reasnns, situations
that involve c ~ m b a t should be
avoided whrnever possible. At the
combat level, s t a k ~ sare high and
people are forced intn the role oi
winners and losers. At this high
level, who will win and who will
lose can be unpredictable. Furthrrmore, having to ~ a r n b ~
situations
~t
requires a great deal ot time and
energy that could be used in more
productive endeavors. Yet when all
clsc fails and the troublesome situation remains unresolved, then it is
time to initiate the consequence.
In preparing for combat situations, be sure to ask oneself the
following questions:
1. Is there clear documentation
that other avenues were

sought?
2. Have all lower Ievels of conflict management been honestly tried?
3. Even at this late date, is there a
way to find room for compromise?
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4. Are there sufficient support
and resources available to successfully foilow through on
the consequences of combat?
5. Has the educator sought help
from fellow professionals before reaching this high level?
People are likely to become angry when they believe that others
are trying to control them, particularly in combat situations. For this
reason, be quick to ask for help
when needed and maintain aconsistent stance In accnrdance w ~ t hinvi-

tational education. that people are
able, valuable and responsible and
should be treated accordingly This
is especially Important in implemvnting the final C: cr~nciliate.

Conciliate
Aftrr combating a srtuation, it is
important to restore a non-combative atmosphere to the educational
environment. kormer cumbatants
and tlun-combatants need to find
thoughtful ways to carry on and
possibly grow from what has occurred. Inv~tatiunalcducatars attetnpt to o p e r ~ t cfrom a framework
that cn~pl~asizcs
itnag~nativtacts of
l~clpc IVhilc thew qualities were
p1eset1t in the previous five C s , it is
e ~ s e t i t ithat
~ ~ l they are reaffirmed after a conflict has been dealt with.
Three principles are kept ~n mind at
this conciliating level. First, do no
harm. This means do not fan the
flames of tension. Second, allow
some distance. This is not the time
for "in your face" interactions.
Third, keep dancing with the date
you took to the dance. That is, stick
with the principles which mabled
you to handle conflict in a respectful
and effective manner. Here are
some questions to consider at this
reconciliation level:
I. Is there the avoidance of rubbing it in?
2. Is there an attempt to allow
thc parties involved to have
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some time and space to ade-

quately resume normal interactions?

3. Can helpful intermediaries be
used?
4. Can non-threatening activities
he used to restore a sense of inclusion?

5. Is the first C returned to when
a new cnnflict situation occurs?
It is written that the person who
speaks without thinking is likely to
get the greatest speech he or she will
ever live to regret. By intentionally
fullowing the rule of the six C s and
striving to manage conflict at the
lowest possible level, the invita-

tional educator will save energy, reduce hostility, avoid acrimony, and
succ'ss'uII~
manage many cont'icts.
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Disciplinefur Discipleship*
by Thomas Peterson
Educational Lcadershrp f+ foundntions, Sfnfe Ul~r-r~ersity
of R e s f Gcorgin.
entral in the field cd education, particularly in
tcachcr training programs,is the issue of classroom management. The abundance
of literature and workshr>psfocusing nn classroom management and
discipline also testifies to the strugfiles cducatior, is having with these
issues. Since 1969, the American
public has most often indicated that
discipline was the nl~mber one
problem in the public school system
according to Phi Delta Kappn Swiety surveys.In 1993,discipline, drug
abuse, and violence were rankecl as
three of the top four problemsfacing
public schools (Veen~nan, 198.1;
johnson, 1994). Beginning teachers
perceive discipline to be their most
serious problem (Johnson, 1994).
'reachers express that they encounter more stress, often severe, due to
discipline prnbl~msand student
violence in and aruund schools
(Fen7imore 1995). Students, too.
find management and discipline
policies and practices dehurnanizing a d stressful. Tfwy sometimes
u w the terms prison or jail to describe their school environment. As
a result of the stressful climate prod i ~ c e d hy unsuccessful management and discipline policies and
practices found in many schoolsand
r!assmorns, administrators frequently value management and discipline over all other professional
rnmpetencirs in teachers (Bellon,
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Bellon, & Banks 1992; Fennimore
1995). This strong emphasis on
management and discipline has
iead administrators to seek help
from parents and community, to
run rvorkshops on effective managenient strategies, and develop assessrnent instruments ta measure
behavioral outcomes (needed for rewarding teacllcrs who manage their
classes well) (Furtwengl~rW. &
KonnertW.1982;Tairares1996).
Whether in or out of the classroom, there is ample evidence that
recent practices of managing students are ilc't working. In fact, the
adult community's responses seem
only to exacerbate thc problem,
rather than to reduce it. 'l'his can be
seen a s the crimes committed, especially among yrjunger children, continue to ri.;e at alarming rates,
Sabatino, Sabatino, & M a ~ m(1983)
suggests that public school discipliw practices suntribute to societal
problems such as: (a} increases in
prison populations, @) increases in
alcohol and drug abuse, (c) vandalism in schools, ( d ) high dropout rate
(17-23 percent), and (e) a suspension
rdte of 5 to 70 percent. Accurding to
the Association for Childhood Education
Internatic~nal Exchange
(1994), every day, ten Americans
>.ounger than 19 are killed in g u n
accidents, commit suicide, or are
homicide victims. Une in 7 children
is aifected by bullying; 1in 12 stnys
home from school; 15 percent of
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schnrll L-hildren report gangs in
their schools. In addition, 7 rnill~on
thefts and violent crimes occur nn or
near schools every year. Twer~
ty
percent of ail public school t~achers
report verbal abusc, 8 pcrcrnt report
physical threats, and 2 prrcvni report physical attacks. According to
the Childrens' Defense Fund Report
of 1994, erTcr). 5 secun& of t l w
school day a child is arrested for a
violpnt crime. E v e v 4 rninutrs a
child is arrested fur an dlcohol-related crime. In one year in the ijfr of
American children, 613,514 students are curpurdll y pullishell in

public schools anil 1,977,862 students are susp~nded.
There art. critical
associated with conventional apprudches to m3nagng students. For
example, teatliers d l s ~experience
str*ss when they know they will receive poor evaluations because their
stu~tcntsdid ntlt
ds high as t h y~
were expected on standardizcd
tests, thev are having a hard t i i ~ ~ r
managi~ig~ht.irc1asst.swcll, thcy mceivr tm many colnplamts from
parents, or they write too many "referrals."
Teac hcrs arc increasingly io1.lcerned and frustrated as thcir rcl1t.s
become miire lilic disciplinari;lns,
policemm, prcwecutors, or judges
(Sabatino, Sabatino, & Mann 11383).

. ..

Thest. conrerns fire scrious when rve
consider :hat 40 percent of new
teachers leave the prt>fession in the
. .

~ ' ' ~ i s c i ~ l ciss h term
i ~ not somnlanly used in conjunction with convcntianal [heorits of management. It is r term I hare borrowed '
commonly used l o dcrcribr spirilurl rslatiossh~ps)iu k u x d n a n~etnphnrand n ;r umay
lo reron;~lr n r a l ~ ~ rreliilii>n>hip<.
d
ddirional readings on this and rclated topics arc included in the Refrrrnrer and Readings xection.
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first three to seven years (Charles
1992). From 1985-1990, in the state
of Georgia, one out of six new recruits left after their first year of
teaching; and nearly a third of
newly employed teachers with no
prior Georgia experience left within
three years. These numbers may express the despair teachers experience as they luok ior answers relating to classroom management and
the politics of education.
Tu better understnt~dthe failure
of rlur cnnventianal approach to
classruom management, we must
examine its h~storicalc.onstructic~ns.
A grtrat deal of what we currently
understand about managing and
discipline theory arrived in the hlassachusetts Bay Colony in the form of
Calvinistic theology. Jonathan Edwards' Calvinism declared that children are basically bad, heirs of hell,
anci in need of harsh discipline. 117
1699 Cotton Mather wrote A Far~zily
LUli-Ordered, in which he vividlv
described the dreadfuI consequences that would befall the undutiful chld, including hanging, suicide, banishment to eternal hell, and
other dreadful things (Rich, 1992).
Disciplinary act1011 often meant inflicting direct action upon the chil~l
in the form of cnr~vralpunishment.
Punishment was ofien severe and
served to "drive the devil out" oft hc
chld. Classruo113 management in
this period had to do with cc~ntrolling students in order to achieve unmediated identification with religious authority and school morality
(Tavares, 1996). Ironically this era
was know11 1' s the "Great Awaken-

~ng."
A more contemporary look
would have us briefly examine
Frederick Winslow Taylor's Principltvs of Sctenlrjc Mnnngunrent, commonly known as "Taylorism." f i s
model was based on the factory system of the day and brought efficiency and management into the
educational domain. Mvre than
managerial efficiency, -1-ay lurjsm
was abc~utredcscribing students,
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not as people with feelings and
spirit, but in terms of representing
machines (Tavares 19%). En 1914,
WiHiam Bagley looked at classroom
management as a "business problem," and his methods stressed an
objective, impersonal, and detached
attitude towards students.
In the early nineteenth century
educational management's syeciiic
function was the establishment of
religious authority and the drvelopment of morals and virtue. The procedures for attaining these aims
were made explicit through punishment to the body. Current techniqucs for managing students represent a clratnatic shift away from
punishing the body to strategies
that are psychologica1. This shift
away trom the external to the internal is not new to education but current theories of management dramatically alter the role of the
teacher. Today, management requires the participation ~f more
than just the teacher. The support
group may include participation of
the student, teacher, as well a s an
administrator, counselor, social
worker and perhaps a therapist, all
for the support and reinforct~rnc.nt
of classroom management Most
current psychological models of
classroom management stress the
use of very specific and defined behavior modifying techniques to control students' behavior En~phasisis
p1act.J on defining and collecting
data oil each student's c'ldssroom
conduct. This data is then developed and displayed o t ~ charts,
forms, ur n t h ~ rprops portraying
conduct patterns as evidence of a
"behavinr problem."
A more insidious form of management involves having the students themselves monitor their own
behavior by having them collect
data an themselves. This form of
self-monitoring is effective in that it
astually creates an internal locus of
cuntrol in the child. Students have a
sense ut control over their own behavior, but are actually being ma-
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nipulated and controlled by teachers who have found another met hod
to manage students.
As a consequence of current
policies and practices of cla~srovm
management, teachers see themselves more and more as "classroom
managers" or as facilitators. This
view is understandable when we
consider the signification and limitations of our use of metaphors.
"Classroom managemtlnt" has long
k e n used as a metaphor for establishing a hierarchy af relations of
authority (McLaughlin 1W4). Diwipline and managetnent, as they are
currently understoud in industry
and applied in education, &tint. the
subordinate relational n)lc of students w:ith t hc%irteachers. This hierarchy has becn accepted as natural
and necessary to effective administration. Discipline as it is used in
classroom management must still
be viewed within philosophical systems and poltical stances as a way
oi controlling students. WhiIe there
is an attempt to change our industrial nwtaphors, the importance and
need tor power and control has not
changed.
Lost in our literature o n education and to a large degree from our
language is a metaphor that can
bring about the ~mancipattcmot
both the teacher anti s t u ~ Z ~ nThrce
t.
is a model that recognizes an important relationship between discipline
and discipleship. A call to djscipleshiy is not gripped in the language of industry and machines,
power and control, but emerges
from our need to know and our
nred to be knclrtrn. A call to discipleship is about building bridges
and healing strained and broken relationships. It rejects conventional
n~odelswhich are eager to conscript
the minds r>f our itnpressionable
chldren and turn them into
automatons. It i s a call for students
tu be thinkers and not mere reflectors of others thoughts. It invites
students to seek and to apply those
virtues and morals that are demun-

